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PHI VHICAL Al PSYCHOLOGICAL RATIONALE FOR CONFENCY-
BASED TEACHER EDUCATION

INTRODU :ON

The education of the American elementary school teacher is presently

under attack from within and without the 'ession. For the t twenty years,

every major rofessional or'*anization concerned with education has issued a

statement on the need for reform in the area of teacher education. There has

been a plethora of conferences, recommendations, and , idol- -es on the questi-

of how to best educate future teachers. Social critics outside of the profession

have been quick to indicate that many of the problems of contemporary society

as a whole could in part he to the teach roc Silberman (1970) notes:

. there is probably no aspect of contem.pon education
on which there is greater unanemity of opinion than that
teacher education needs a vast overhaul. Virtually eve -

one is dissatisfied with the current state of teacher
education . (pp 413)

'traditional preservice teacher education program for elementary teachers

consists of a series of courses in the professional area and a core program

in the liberal arts. Little attention is directed toward the competencies one

should posses to be an effective teacher. The assumption underlying the

osophy of a traditional teacher education program is that if a prospective

teacher completes a specified sequence of courses he is competent to bnte

elementary classroom and teach. The emphasis is on the completion of a certain

number of prescribed courses regardless of whether or not the student acquir

necessary skills, knowledge, and attitudes in a given area. Teacher education

programs of this_type-tend to be temporal and structured around needs and

resources nStibUtiont few are bOilt-on.the-aSst ens about the



of a teacher in a changing -i-ty.

It is becoming obvious to teacher educators and to state certification

offices that the traditional means of training teachers through a system of

prescribed courses and credits will not insure a competent teacher. Individuals

concerned with the training of teachers are seeking alternative models that

reflect the mass of accumulated research so as to provide the prospective teacher

with the necessary competencies to function effectively in the classroom.

In recent years there has been a movement away from the scope and-sequence

training of teachers towards a competency based prooram of teacher education.

This movement has come about as a result of new knowledge and understandings in

three separate but interrelated areas. The first of these has come about due to

a change in the basic philosophical constructs involved in teacher education.

The publication of Teachers for the Real World under the sponsorship of the

American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education provided a new framework

for the preparation of teachers. The Federal Gayer .et has become more active in

it's support of preservice training of teachers. Through grants made available

from the United States Office of Education, nine teacher training institutions

were provided financial resourses to design new teacher education models that

would represent radical departures from the traditional course-credit system.

State certification offices have also become concerned with new approaches to

certification that will insure effective teachers and provide an element of

accountability to the communities they serve.

The second area that has brought about a change toward competency-based

education has come through the behavioral sciences. With an increased`

awarenes s of individual learning styles, teacher educators are beginning to



to examine the feasibility of de ,
programs that allow for individual

differences. he behavioral objective movement has provided the impetus in

attemping to specify and measure specific learning outcomes. Teacher educators

following a competency -based approach to the training of prospective teachers

anticipate that the basic psych ogical rationale used in the design of given 0.

programscould be carried over to the elementary classroom.

The third area that has had an effect on the competency-based movement

has come from the field of sl-tems analysis. The nature of systems analysis

indicates a need to define the goals of,a given program. Traditional programs

are for the most part concerned with input variables such as time, space, per-

sonnel, and financial rcsourses. Such programs are usually not concerned nor'

do they attempt to define how the prospective teacher will be different as a

a result of completing a elven sequence. For this reason, traditional programs

cannot provide feedback in the form of evaluation to bring about modification.

philosophical Rationale

Historically, teacher education proorams have centered upon knowledge

as the primary -rite the preservice training of prospective teachers.

Knowledge criteria 5,s typically defined as a specific sequence of courses that

a future teacher will complete to be considered competent to function effectively

in the classroom. Such a sequence of courses will usually include a core of

liberal arts, a social or historical foundations course in education, an ex-

posure to educational psychology as applied to the teaching learning process,

and a series of methods courses,

basicThe assumption underlying -this approach to teaches



knowledge, as measured by grades and transcript

dictinq the success of

ords is a basis for pre-

future teacher. Schalock (1970) indicates that knowledge

critera based teacher education programs operates on the assumption that "kriw-

ledge of subject areas that relate to teaching is sufficient as a predictor of

the ability to perform the tasks required of a teacher. (pp 5) Smith (1969)

correctly rotes that there is no lack of theory or knowledge in the field of

education. The problem of teacher education becomes on of "how to select the

knowledge and train teachers to use ih.(pn 47)" It is Smith's contention that

"prospective_ teachers are now n ared in programs that provide little or no

trainiq in teaching skills. They are are taught apart from the realities that

the teacher will meet d are considered preparatory to student teachine.(pp 48)"

Theoretical knowledge is abstract and h _little applicability to the real wor

If theorectical knowledge is to become meaningful and relivant to the teaching

profession, it must be adapted to suit the unique reality that it meets.

During the past fete years, some teacher training institutions, expecially

in the Master of Arts in Teaching programs, have attempted to move away from

the knowledge critera based program. They have instead gone over to the other

extreme, .e. , the total elimination of all theoretical knowledge and teacher

training becoming an extended intern period. The assumption of such an exper-

ience-based teacher education procram is that first hand experience is the best

kind of-training. Smith (1959) criticizes the intern approach because the "trainee

learns by trial and error and a miniumum of feedback. The situations that arise

in his teaching are fleeting in tenure and can be discussed only In retrospect.

(pp 70)"

'What a competency- -based program- provides is a synthesis of the knowledge
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critera and-experience-based programs. It i bridge between the theoretical

and the real world. Cooper (1967) indicates that "what beginning teachers need

is more help in translatiig what we know a oJt learning to actual teaching be

havior. (pp 2)"

For example, prose ective teacher could be sitting in an elementary sci-

ence methods course listening to the professor lecture on the work of Jean

Piaget and hig influence on contemoory elementary science curricula. Unless

this knowledge can be translated into teaching behavior that can be used in

the classroom, it will remain nothing more than a theoretical consiseration or

worse yet possible test items for a final examination.

The knowledge of the Piagetian theory should be a prerequisite to a

specific behavior that can be observed and measured. The performing of specific

tasks by using the Piagetian theory to provide learning opportunities in el-

ementary science that the reflect the intellectual development of children

bridges the knowledge crib re with a given classroom eality. The focus of.a

perfor,.ancce 'ased teacher education program becom s one of what a prospective

teacher does not what he knows. However, in order for the teacher to exhibit

a given behavior, he should posses a theoretical foundation.

The classroom teacher is a problem solver. One finds great difficulty

solving problems of human growth and potential on a strictly trial and error

basis. In a competency-based program, the knowledge of how to solve classroom

problems becomes a prerequiste to a behavior insteac of the final product.



the focus,cif study in a training program is
trainee's own behavior, not the content of ',:he course.
This is in sharp contrast with the theoreittical cowpon
where is it the situation that is to be examined and
understood. In training, it is thle trainees tit rforman
that will be observed, analyzed, and modified.(pp 71)

Competency-based teacher education focuses on the integration of know-

ledge and performance. 'Specific competencies are made known to the trainee

and he is put into a situation lere he can perform the skill. ti_s performance

is analyzed and evaluated on a predetermined critera. After the performance

the trainer will suggest possible changes. Competency-based program represent

radical departures from the knowledge based or experience based teacher education.

sequences.

Smith (1969) indicates:

In

An approach such
_.as this requires a sharp break with

the view that the inherent logic. and integrity of
Courses in education should not 'be violated and that
the student will profit mainly from systematically
studying their content. This view relies heavily on t ans-
fer of learning, for it depends on the application of
what is read or heard to the different real situation
with which the teacher must deal. The focus of a teachei
theoretical study in a situational approach is not the
content of a course but the situations he will meet and the
tasks he will perform.(pp 48)

psycliological Katie

area of the behavioral sciences, there are presently two foci

which have a direct influence on competency-based teacher education. The first

of-these-is-a-distinct has come about in educational psychology in



respect to how individuals learn and the second is that of the behavioral ob-

jective movement.

There is enough evidence to suPpert the basic thesis that learning styles

are a unique and individualistic phenomenon. Stephens (1967) cites numerous

reviews and empirical studies that indicate no significant differences when

one method of instruction is compared to anOther. Nochman and Opchinsky (1955)

note that.. "di ferent teaching procedures produce little or no difference in

the amount of knowledge gained by the student.(pp245)" Television instruction

verses traditional teaching, team teaching in contrast to the self- contained

classroom, large classes as opposed to small ones, and lecture technique com-

pared to discussion methods; the results are always the same, no significant

difference.

Teachers tend to view their classes as a-situ:Ile mind; not asindividuals.

Curricula, syllabi, and lesson plans all assume identicie life experiences, the

same intellegence levels, and similar perceptions of reality. Few teachers

take into consideration that each individual in a learning situation brings to

that situation a unique set of past experiences, and highly individualistic

conceptualization of the .vironmen Siegel (1957) summerizes this position

by stating that "to he most effective, instruction ust be tailored to the needs,

capabilities, and histories of the individual larner. (pp 320)"

After a review of a number of contezporary viewpoints on learnin

Siegel (1967) believes that the process of learning totally idosyncratic.

He concludes that "classes do.not learn, students learn.(pp320)" Psychologists
.

have been unable to arrive at a nified theory of learnihq.-No.singletheoiy Can-.

account'for-all the di steps

Siegel (19.7) goes on

are found in a specific learning style.

trurtion can lest be .viewed as an



ction between 'givens' brought to the instructional setting by the learner

and the circumstances (including ()ter persons) comprising that setting.(pp 32

The clasSical idea of trying to find a unified theory of learning, is

a as a se-' of generalizations. Educational psychologists have a

general agreement to view learning as a chance or modification of behavior. The

question has now become how to facilitate this change. On an initial readi

of a specific approach it would seem that there are a umber of theories on how

this could be accomplished, however on closer examination it is the language

in many cases that is different and not the implicit ideas. A number of =Item-

pony investigators have almost identicle elements in tl.e. . theories, All e

to emphasize the need for higher order processes, i.e., the need to focus on

the skills of conceptualization and synthesis. There appears to be a movement

toward a wholistic view of knowledge instead of attempting to-arbitrarilv

divide reality into various domains. Another common denominator found in con-

tempo viewpoints on leaning is the emphaSis on the active nature of the

II

process rather than t:-:e passive. A final common feature is the view that learning

is idiosyncratic in nature.

Whatever .heoretical stance one may take in respect to a given position on

learning, the time has come for investigatiors "to stop quiring whether one

mode of presentation is as good as another. (Siegel and Siegel, 1967, pp 261)"

For teacher educators such conclusions have far reaching significance. Competency=

based teacher education makes use of such knowledge by allowing the individual to
L.1

use the particular leaning style that is coincident to his needs. Those concerned

with the training

discovery learning and

preservice..experie:

racherscannot continue to lecture preservice teachers on

af.trans

the-classroom, is eve goy: o to take pla

ndividualizati n action
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that the program allow for iyidual differences.

In addition to providing a prociram that allows for individual differences

teacher educators are be inning to focus on specific goals and objectives. For

this they have turned to the ideas of curriculum theorists that see the need to

express lea Ing- outcomes in behavioral terms

As a result of the work of Tyler 1950) Popham (1969), and Cagne' (1955),

there has been a movement toward attempting to describe what students will be

able to do as a result of instruction. They argue that if learning is to be de-

fined as a change in behavior, a teacher should be able to specify the desired

change and determine if indeed the learner has changed his behavior.

. In the simplist terms, a behavioral objective specifies how the learner

will be different at'the end.of an episode of instruction. Once a teacher can

specify a,given'behaVieraUobjectiv he ;has a poWerftic:toolAetermine Whether

or not the student has beemsuc__ sfulin achieving the specified objective.

No longer must the teacher be bound to a paper and pencil test for evaluation.

One can set up situations and observe the presence or absence of the specific

behaviors of the learners.

Competency-based teacher education makes use of behavioral objectives to

communicate to the prospective teacher exactly what is expected of him. How

often are students involved in deters ing the goals tc and which they are working

and have to wait for an examination to know'! what the teacher wants? The:use

of behavioral objectiv - in competency-based teacher education programs pub-

lically indicate what the learner will be like as a result of instruction. By

using behavioral objecti'res, evaluation b ntegral part of the teacher

growth; not simply a final-exam4ation_that tests the:acguisition of.knowledee._



stain. analysis

Teacher education institutions have traditionally prepared teachers based

on the dictates of state certification offices. The question of what kind of

teacher does a given institution want, or more important what kind of teacher

does the society need, is in reality nothing more than structuring programs

around a specified sequence of, courses. Certification requirements are slow

to change and we live in a rapidly changing society. Traditional programs

have generally been unresponsive to these chang Cooper and Weber (1971)

note that "the rapid societal changes we are now experiencing require tea-,

education institutions to 1, far mo ponsive than ever before. (pp 6)"

It has become obvious from the research related to teacher effectiveness

t good teaching is not so much a function of what a teacher knows but how

can use the knowledge. An outgrowth of such a perspective has caused teacher

educators to think about the purposes or goals of a given program. Questions

of what kind of teachers are needed, what processes or means will be necessary

to achieve the stated goals, and what organizational components have to be de-

signed to bring about the desired outcomes?

The three elements of purpose, process, and- components has brought teacher

education into the realm of sysLems theory. Once teachefreducators begin viewing

the train , cif teachers 'in terms of desired products, it becomes necessary to

-examine that product as part of a total system. It is impossible to, solate

the goals from the processes from the components.

and racting core its inte

"collection of interrelated

sated fachion to attain
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predetermined purposes.(p 8)" LeBaron (199) provides a broader perspective

by indicating a system "as an orderly approach for first defining and describing

a universe of interest (and the significant factors and their interrelationships

within that universe); and second, determining what changes in that universe

11 cause a desired effect. (pp 10)"

Both definitions have as a commonality the conCept of f-a dished outcome

or product. T1 products" of a aiven system are the teachers who graduate

from a teacher education program. Cooper and Weber (1971) believe that "the

primary measure of the'prograrqs success is whether or not these teachers po _ss

the knowledge, s; i1.. and a tt ,tuue s rich the program had as its goals. (pp 4)"

It is for this reason that evaluation becomes an absolute necessity.

information derived from the evaluation is used to make necessary modifications

in the goals, processes or components of the ;IL-0gram. By using a systems approach

to teacher education, a given pro

of the ociety.

_comes --pons1..'e to the changes and needs

Cooper and Weber (1971) state that 'in a systems approacl the components

of a program must be derived from .it objectives; they are designed: specifically

to facilitate the achievement...of the programs objectives. (pp-.7)" it is for

this reason that objectives cannot be stated vaguely or imprecisely since the

design of the processes and cc mpet eats is dependent upon the objectives of the

program. The use of behavioral and expressive objectives makes it possible to

determine whether the processes-and-components of-a

lishing what they were designed to ccomplish.

given program a cco
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Conclusions

Competency -based teacher education is not to be viewed as the final

panacea for the education of future of.teachers. The effectiveness of any

teacher education program ultimately depends on how the teachers that come

through a given program effect student learn: Toa little is known about the

effectiveness of teacher preparation programs The relationship between teacher

behaviors and consequent learning by students has not been throughly investigated.

The major thrust in teacher education research must be toward evaluatinn

the outcomes of instructional programs in terms of bf teacher performance in the

classroom. Competency-based teacher education is the second in a three critera

approach suggested by Schalock (1970). The first critera are those teacher ed-

ucation programs based on the acquisition of knowledge. Knowledge critera pro-

grams are predicated on the assumption that knowledge of subject areas that

relate to teaching is sufficient as a predictor of the ability to perform tasks

required of a teacher. The second critera is that of performance. In cemptency-,

based programs, specific teaching behaviors are identified and prospective

teachers are expected to demonstrate these behaviors. Competency-based teacher

education bridges the gap of knowing and doing. The 'third criteria, which is

yet to be-realized, is a product critera pr. gram. The growth of pupils the

teacher has taught becomes the evidence for the effectiveness of such a pro-

gram.

-Perhap_ a quotat

point

ea Rosenshine and first (1971) reflects the authorg

of view regarding the .rol- of educational research and th .aining of

teachers;
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the beoinningof wisdo the study and
improvement of teaChino behavior is the confes-
sion of our lack of knowledge that can he applied
with confidence to a :teacher education program.
Educational researchers have not provided -nose
who train teachers with a repertoire of teaching
skills which indicate to a teacher that if he in-
creases behavior X and/or decreases behavior Y there
will be a concomitant change in the cognitive or
affective achievement of hisStudents. It is time
to stop touting structural panaceas and to begin
developing the research which may produce the
knowledge..(pp 40)
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